Timothy Bürki
STUDENT, ENTREPRENEUR, RESEARCH
ASSISTANT

Summary

Work Experience (Current)

A naturally driven serving leader who does not shy
away from tasks big or small. After spending years
pursuing riches in the form of money I am now
pursuing the spreading of personal wellbeing and
providing a voice to the voiceless. Immigrated in
November 2008 from Switzerland, I speak Swiss,
English and German fluently, and French, Dutch
and Indonesian at a basic level. I enjoy to be
challenged and continuously learn to improve
myself. I am passionate about nature, culture and
people. A honest and authentic individual with the
ambition of making this world a better place.

DOCUMENTARY PRODUCER

Areas of Knowledge
- Customer Service
- Digital Marketing / Social Media
- Short documentary production
- Fashion & Jewellery design
- Event management
- Hostel management
- Customer experience improvement
- Writing
- Public speaking
- Communication skills
- Working in teams
- Excel
- Human Resource Optimisation
- MBit Coaching

Reach me at:
Mobile: +61 432 073 902
connect@timothyburki.com
www.timothyburki.com
LinkedIn: @timothyburki
Instagram: @timothyburki

References:
On request I am happy to provide you with
references.

Voice 4 Voiceless (V4V)
June 2018 - Ongoing
- Video production for corporate documentaries
- Clients include Mosaic @theCowshed (City of South Perth), the University of
Western Australia, and Youth Futures Western Australia.
- Work in production: Indigenous land rights in Sabah (Malaysia), How Gestalt
Therapy transforms psychology, Animal rights in Bali, The darkness behind
street children in SE Asia.
My role mostly is as director/producer to gather the film crew, liaison and
collaborate with clients, and create a storyline that is roughly followed with a
focus on flexibility and value co-creation. I ensure that the camera crew
understands the emotions we are trying to capture and the story that we are
aiming to tell.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
The University of Western Australia
December 2018 - Ongoing
- Report to the EQUIS team and work on getting reaccredit by EQUIS
- Administrative work predominantly to do with data processing and entry
- Collecting information and re-writing it to fit the report format
- Working closely together with the FABLE Planning team
My role is focused on preparing the EQUIS accreditation report. In doing so I
work independently towards common milestones, in union with other team
members. Clear communication is essential, attention to detail is a must. We
think beyond ourselves, drawing data from a range of sources and
communicating it in a way so that the receiver of the communicated report is
subject to minimal noise and vagueness.

WORK EXPERIENCE (PAST)
- Hostel Assistant Manager (Tel Aviv & West Bank)
- Founder of BlueOrangeClothing (Bali)
- Founder of Gemstein Jewellery (Bali)
- Consulted for GuiltFree (Bali)
- Oversaw launch of ARCIA cafe (Sumatra)
-Aftersales Manager for Watches of Switzerland (Perth)
- Customer Service Advisor for Louis Vuitton (Perth)

Extra-curricular activities

Education & Training

-

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

YEP: Your Empowerment Platform (founder)
Camp Quality (volunteer)
Enkel Collective (core member)
Youth Futures (volunteer)

Bachelor of Commerce - Major in Management and
Marketing

